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Crystallography Part One

Where do crystals come from?

At the beginning of the history of our planet, the Earth was a molten ball of lava.  Spinning in
space, eventually after many millennia, Earth’s crust or surface began to cool and harden forming
rocks.  The inside took much longer to cool and the centre of the Earth is still made of molten lava
(magma) which seeps upwards through the Earth’s layers to the surface during volcanic action.

Magma is constantly moving upwards through the Earth as it is lighter and hotter than the rocks
above it.  As it rises towards the surface, it cools slightly, becomes denser, more heavy and begins
to sink back down again towards the centre of the Earth.  This convection movement causes the
cryst or skin of the Earth to move and cracks appear.  There are many cracks or faults along the
Earth’s crust and when the magma begins to move below, plates formed by faults rub together
causing Earth tremors and sometimes volcanic eruption.  The plates of the Earth’s crust are con-
stantly moving - the Atlantic Ocean is becoming wider as the plates on which America and Europe
sit move further and further apart, and the Pacific Ocean becomes smaller.  Australia is slowly
slowly moving upwards toward South East Asia and will eventually become part of the South East
Asian land mass.

The Earth’s land mass was once all joined together - we refer to it as Pangaea.  Some areas of the
Earth’s crust are amazingly ancient  - mountains are formed when two tectonic plates rub, they
force and fold the Earth’s crust upwards.  Some land mass is created from land that was once un-
der the Ocean.  The Himalayas are one example.  In the foothills of the Himalayas you can find in
the rocks the fossilised remains of ancient ammonites which lived in the ocean.  Amazing!

The Formation of Rocks and Crystals

All rocks and crystals are formed as a result of Igneous (volcanic) action originally.  Imagine the
magma, incredibly hot liquid of molten mineral content, bubbling and boiling inside the earth and
then as it rises up nearer to the surface cooling slowly, as it cools it begins to form crystalline
shapes and become more and more solid.  We can liken this to a pot of boiling fruit and sugar to
make jam.  As the boiling liquid begins to cool slightly it forms little crystals of sugar.  The geologi-
cal formation of rocks is fascinating.  We do not need to know all the scientific details as crystal
healers, but we do need a basic knowledge of the three different types of crystal formation.

Igneous Rocks

Igneous rocks formation is often known as primary formation.  Quite simply, molten lava rises,
cools and forms crystals.  The type of crystals formed depend on the mineral constituents of the
molten lava plus other factors such as heat, pressure, space and time.  For instance, quartz is a
crystal formed by igneous action and consists of silicon dioxide.  Rose quartz is also igneous and
the colour derives from other minerals being present such as iron and magnesium.

The size of crystals formed depends upon whether it is formed from intrusive or extrusive lava.
Intrusive lava is viscous and sticky, as it builds up it creates a violent eruption which produces
large crystals which begin to form whilst still within the Earth’s crust.  These are hotter and take
longer to cool down resulting in larger crystals.  E.g. Granite.  Extrustive lava is free flowing, trick-
ling out from the Earth’s surface quickly.  The lava cools more readily and therefore smaller crys-
tals will be created.  E.g.  Basalt rock and olivine (peridot crystals).
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Sedimentary Rocks

When rocks reach the surface of the Earth they then become subject to weathering, wind, rain,
frost, snow.  Rocks will be moved by weather down mountainsides and perhaps end up in lakes
and rivers as deposits, they become eroded and sometimes pebble like through the passage of
time and weathered conditions.  Sometimes they become joined with plant or animal life which be-
comes fossilised within the rock.  The mineral constituents of these rocks are broken down and
some of the dissolved.  Sometimes new minerals join through heat and pressure to form new
rocks - these are called sedimentary.  Calcite and selenite are examples of sedimentary rock for-
mation also known as secondary formation.  Calcite is made from the deposits of limestone which
comes from the fossilized bones of sea creatures.

Metamorphic Rocks

Metamorphic rocks are made through a process of transformation which takes place deep within
the Earth’s crust.  The plates of the Earth’s surface are constantly moving on top of the molten
magma beneath.  The plates are of varying size and thickness. Where two plates meet and buckle
together large mountain ranges exist, such as the Himalayas, the Andes and the Rocky Moun-
tains.  Where plates meet, great change takes place within the rocks and minerals as they are
pushed together under great pressure and heat.  Sometimes new minerals are pressed into exist-
ing rock and it bends and buckles under the strain.  These are called metamorphic rocks or tertiary
rocks.  Metamorphic crystal examples are tigers eye and diamonds!  Sometimes metamorphosis
can take place on a smaller scale for instance during a volcanic eruption, heat around the mouth
and chimney of the volcano will begin to change and transform the rocks and minerals surrounding
it.  In this way, some crystals are formed igneously and metamorphically, such as ruby and sap-
phire.  (corundum,)

The formation of rocks and minerals is every changing.  All rocks originate as igneous, they may
then become sedimentary rocks broken down and changed through weathering then become
metamorphic by heat and pressure within the earth, they may then become sedimentary once
more by erosion and even be molten down returning to become magma.  As we have our cycles of
change, the rocks change also.  Their change however, takes millions of years and within their
lifetime they hold and contains the memory and energy of all their journeys of transformation as
part of Mother Earth.  Some people believe that the healing effect and properties of crystals
formed in these three different ways is significant to their energy.  E.g.  That igneous crystals and
rocks have a particular quality, which is different from crystals formed by sedimentary or metamor-
phic processes.  This theory is interesting and through your own experience perhaps you will form
your own opinion.
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Crystal Structure

‘A crystal is a solid body with a geometrically regular shape.’ (Crystal Power, Crystal Healing -
Michael Gienger)  Most crystals have a regular shape.  There are 7 different systems of crystal
structure.

•  Cubic - has a square inner structure.  Examples being diamonds, fluorites, sodalite, garnets.
•  Hexagonal - has a six sided structure.  Examples - aquamarines, beryls, emeralds
•  Trigonal - derived from the greek word trigon meaning triangle.  Examples - quartz, tourmaline,
    Ruby.
•  Tetragonal - derived from the greek tetragon meaning rectangle.  Example - apophylite
•  Orthorhombic - derived from the greek rhombus.  Examples - aragonite and topaz.
•  Monoclinic - derived from the greek mono meaning one and klinein, to bend.  Examples - kunzite
and malachite.
•  Triclinic - tri (three) and klinein (bend).  These crystals have no right angles at all.  Examples -
 Turquoise, labradorite, amazonite.

Amorphous crystals - there are also crystals which form so quickly that they have no inner struc-
ture at all.  These are called amorphous.  Examples being obsidian, moldavite and opals.

These seven crystalline structures are the most stable structures formed from atoms and mole-
cules.  If you cast your mind back to the way in which crystals are formed and the immensely harsh
conditions that they are formed under, the atoms and molecules all need to be packed into a very
tight fitting space in order to create a stable crystalline structure.  Michael Gienger describes it as
looking at a blank rectangular space and trying to fill that space with a regular geometric pattern,
with no breaks.  If this experiment is undertaken, the results show that the rectangular space can
only be filled successfully without any gaps using the above seven system shapes.

Some crystal healers believe that all crystals fo a certain structure system have similar healing
properties.  Again this is a fascinating concept and one that I invite you to take into consideration
as you learn.
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The Moh’s Scale

The Moh’s scale was invented by Friedrick Mohs a German mineralogist in 1812 to measure the
hardness of crystals.  The scale goes from 1 to 10, 10 being the hardest.

The scale is not a regular one and on the right you can see a column called absolute hardness.
The tests fro hardness are done by a sclerometer, a device using a diamond edge to scratch the
surface of a mineral under measured pressure.  The resultant scratch is measured microscopical-
ly.  You can see that the absolute hardness goes upwards exponentially between quartz and dia-
mond.

Mohs   Mineral Means of Testing   Absolute Hardness

1  Talc  scratched with fingernail  1

2  Gypsum scratched w fingernail  3

3  Calcite scratched by a coin  9

4  Fluorite easily scratched w a knife 21

5  Apatite scratched with a knife  48

6  Feldspar scratched w a steel file  72

7  Quartz scratches glass   100

8  Topaz  scratches quartz   200

9  Corundum scratches topaz   400

10  Diamond cannot be scratched   1600

Hardness is very useful to know when cleansing a crystal.  Obviously the more soft a crys-
tal is, the likely it is to dissolve in water or the earth and become corroded.  All geology
books give the hardness of minerals and crystals using the Mohs scale.  Sometimes crys-
tals may fall between two measurements for example, Herkimer Diamond measures 7.5 on
the Mohs scale.  It is interesting to note that corundum, the family to which ruby and sap-
phire belong, are often used in the process of tumbling softer minerals as an abrasive tool.

Transparency

This is a description of how easily the light passes through a crystal.

Transparent - objects can be seen through the crystal
Translucent - light passes through the crystal but objects cannot be seen through it.
Opaque - no light passes through the crystal.

Sometimes crystals which are of ‘gem’ quality are transparent, but poorer specimens are translu-
cent or opaque.
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Cleavage/Fracture

Cleavage describes a well defined line or shadow line of weakness where a crystal may brak if
dropped.  A crystal may have no cleavage but may have a distinctive kind of fracture if broken.
Fracture may be described as conchoidal or shell-like as in the case of quartz crystal.  These de-
scriptions also appear in geology books.

Lustre

Lustre is a decription of how the light is reflected upon the surface of a crystal.  Most of the words
commonly used to describe lustre are fairly easy to understand when you look at the crystal exam-
ples.

Adamantine - brilliant as for instance - diamonds.

Vitrous - like glass for instance - quartz, ruby, sapphires, emeralds

Resinous - like for instance amber. (which is actually amorphous and is not really a crystal but or-
ganic material - fossilized tree resin)

Metallic - describes pyrites and hematites

Silky - like for instance malachite

Earthy -  Calcites may be vitrous or earthy

Pearly - rhodocrosite may be vitrous or pearly

Oily - for example peridot.  (these crystals look like a drop of olive oil)

Glistening - Gypsum may glisten in the form of satin spar - or be pearly as in selenite or earthy as
in desert rose.

Take a look at your own crystal collection and study the shapes of them.
Look at the formation of them - if they are in the rough (not tumbled) - look at
the hardness of them and their lustre.


